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1. Prelude  
 

When I think of the concept ‘Intellectual Adwa’1 in the present context of Ethiopia, 
I recall in my mind one of the intriguing natures of politics—the rule of divergence 
versus tolerance. No great leader or a party has ever had produced a ‘magic 
bullet’ remedy for all problems of society that produces divergences. No 
influential leader or a party program has never had satisfied all citizens and 
groups equitably, if not equally. Trite but true, no modern values of humanity 
have had been absolute and spotless to the level of absolute consensus in 
societies. This rule was the major reason for the giant philosopher, Aristotle, to 
languish his entre life in search of what he popularly calls the ‘golden mean’ or 
‘line of political moderation’. 
 
‘Intellectual Adwa’, as an outgrowth of the Adwa Victory of 1896, is one of these 
controversial concepts in Ethiopia lacking a minimum of intellectual consensus. 
While ‘political and military Adwa’ is relatively clear, ‘intellectual Adwa’ persists in 
its obscurity probably shrouded by politically motivated polarized interpretations 
of history. I do not feel that it was wrong to read literatures by the recent and 
present generation of Ethiopian scholars in either owning or disowning the Adwa 
Victory, as our history has been equally one case of irregularities. The problem 
comes when a certain view argues that its position is an absolute representation 
of all the rest. In tune with this, the question of ‘intellectual Adwa’ is one that 
deserves discussions on its 117th anniversary.        
 
According to Paulos Milkias, the growth of intellectualism in Ethiopia since the 
1950s and 60s not only greatly diverged from the spirits of past glorious history of 
Adwa but also directly went headlong against its heritages. Paolus blamed on the 
obsession of the Ethiopian intellectuals with foreign knowledge in the search for 
Ethiopia’s domestic malaise. As the result, Paulos cites Immanuel Kant’s 
‘immaturity’, as the characteristic feature of the Ethiopian intellectual where 
‘foreigners’ tell us our own history. This is evident, for the author,  that Ethiopia 
has not achieved the politico-military parallel of the Adwa victory that is 
intellectual Adwa.     
 
Before we see Paulos’s critic in some details against its relevance to Ethiopia’s 
intellectuals today, let us further draw intersecting borders between the politic-
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military and political sociology of the historic Adwa Victory.     
 
2. Ethiopia: Past and Present 
 
Learning about the ‘Battle of Adwa’, for me, is quite different from learning from 
the ‘Battle of Adwa’. This is because while the former is a matter of curiosity for 
knowledge and specialty, the latter represents ‘best inheritances’ for subsequent 
generations. The point is that the lessons drawn from the Adwa Victory are 
intellectual systematizations from which distinct positive values could grow and 
influence the posterior Ethiopian mind. I completely agree with Paulos’s Kantian 
‘immaturity’ thesis of the Ethiopian problem if the ontological limitations of the 
present intellectuals incline to be more of ignorance or arrogance as well as 
irrelevance or rejection of either the Event or the Implications of Adwa to the 
present.  
 
While this limitation is clear, what is not clear is the quality, space and praxis of 
the lessons vis-à-vis those Ethiopian intellectuals on the specific historic 
inheritance of the Adwa Battle and, its glaring Victory. Let us identify the lessons 
first in order to appreciate the point of misunderstanding better. One could list 
many lessons to draw from Adwa victory in the search for the seedlings and 
growth of Paulos’s idealized ‘intellectual Adwa’. However, we have to emphasize 
the most cardinal ones from the impressions, memories and memos of Italians, 
who were in action, in Rome, Italy, and Adwa, in Ethiopia both on the logic 
versus the grammar of the war. 
 
The search for the location of the ‘intellectual Adwa’ could compel us 
methodologically to make a brief situation analysis between Ethiopia of 1896 and 
Ethiopia of today since the 1960s. From situation analysis, we can step into 
drawing parcels of what should the future should look like. This will help us to 
iron out finally what ways and threads could link the temporally two Ethiopians 
(those of 1896 versus those of 2012) from which we have to discover the traits 
and pillars of the ‘Intellectual Adwa’. We can do this by comparing and 
contrasting a set of divergent intellectual views on the past and the present 
Ethiopia after we appreciate the following points reminding us of the respective 
situations.  
 
Firstly, Ethiopia of 1896 came face to face with the dangerously encroaching 
European colonization against its independence just on the morrow of completing 
its renewed process of state formation project under Emperor Minilk. Internally, 
the events of the top down state formation process generated as many new 
opportunities as complicated problems. The problems were inherent, of course, 
to all imperial state formation projects as it involved the blend of both power and 
diplomacy. In other words, the successful territorial expansion brought with itself 
expansions of diverse cultures and out of these diverse interests and demands 
from bottom up direction.  
 



Externally, Ethiopia was a perfect case of international periphery position lagging 
far behind the ‘blessings of modernity’ but suffering from its fruits in distant 
Europe and the wide imbalance resulting from the mismatch. In the words of 
Bratsnskey, Italy began to look for overseas colonies partly propelled by the big 
strides its capitalist economy made in the North while Ethiopia awaited Italy as a 
victim with its pre-capitalist, agrarian, subsistent and nature-dependent traditional 
economy.2 Italy also completed its state formation, Regimento, ahead of Ethiopia 
by 1871, where Italian politicians, in their next nation-building project, progressed 
to create Italian nationalism through colonial adventure as one mechanism. This 
extreme mismatch was the culprit in the Italian mind to broaden its appetites for 
the colonial seizure of Ethiopia. This situation proved to be the natural surrogate 
of the Battle of Adwa.          
 
At present, the current generation of Ethiopians has received internally and 
externally some common and different situations. Internally, the generation 
concurred with the bitter consequences of the lately introduced state reformation 
project by the previous two regimes—war in almost all directions3. Poverty and 
war reinforced each other bringing the country to the edge of state failure 
compounded by the proliferation of localized and ethnic-based armed arousals. 
Drought and famine were frequent phenomena having dried up the last drops of 
prestige of the Ethiopian state in its international image. at the last days of the 
1980s and 1990s, the Ethiopian pride derived from the Adwa Victory almost 
evaporated to nil.  
 
Externally, as compared to the days of the Adwa battle, Ethiopia was at the 
remotest line of international marginalization. It was time when some racist 
European historians and sociologist dared writing that the critical malaise of the 
Ethiopian state was that its independent history blocked the benefits of modern 
liberal values as supporters of state-citizen relationships. In short, the era 
introduced the feelings of ‘Ethio-pessimism’ in the global mentality dominated by 
horrible news of natural and manmade brutalities against Ethiopians. Some 
global media reached the stage of calling Ethiopia the ‘daily meal burden of the 
west’ by way of sarcastically depicting it as a showcase of a poor victim of soviet 
friendship and Socialism.       
 
In general, the two periods of Ethiopia have had their common gift in the worst—
poverty, and in their best—sovereignty. In the nature of the wars of the two 
periods, justice and valor were in1896 were with the Ethiopian side while 
arrogance and aggression resided with the enemy. Now, with external danger 
having changed its rules of the game, justice and valor versus arrogance and 
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aggression have become domestic agendas. While the Ethiopia of 1896 had a 
good cause for a strong wartime national unity, the Ethiopia of 2012 has to 
grapple with peacetime and lasting unity. Physical encroachment posed itself as 
an immediate challenge to the survival of Ethiopia in 1896, while poverty of 
philosophy and materials has reached its acute stage as a structural test to its 
survival in 2012.     
 
The biggest question here is this.  How can one, therefore, link and refurbish the 
1896 spiritual and physical victory of Adwa with the most demanded and 
idealized ‘intellectual Adwa’ of today? One may meet this question 
methodologically by exposing the intellectual self-definition of being an Ethiopian 
and redefinition of the Victory itself, the domestic socio-cultural alignments of 
Ethiopians after Adwa till now vis-à-vis the national and international challenges 
we are facing today. The first concern however is for tracing the evolution in the 
growth of the phenomenon of ‘Ethiopian intellectual’ as a special interest and 
identity among the vast population. This will help us to meet finally the critical 
question of whose privilege it is to interpret and claim for intellectual Adwa.     
 
3. Wandering for the roots of ‘Intellectual Adwa’ 
 
Tracing origins and growth of Ethiopian intellectualism within the spirit and 
legacies of the Adwa Victory is relatively a feasible project. Bahiru Zewude 
periodizes the overall evolution into three phases. The first phase was the pre-
Italian Invasion of the 1930s, where the country could have had the first 
generation of foreign educated scholars including the self-thought ones. These 
intellectuals preoccupied themselves with modernizing the public administration 
project of the young emperor. Having adequately understood the presence of 
intellectuals on this magnitude, fascist Italians kept themselves busy with 
exterminating this nascent Ethiopian intellectualism to the last man. For Baihru, 
this was an extinct generation in the history of Ethiopia’s intellectual 
development.      
 
The 1950s and 60s saw the relatively quick growth of the intellectual segment of 
the Ethiopian population4. This generation, however, found itself swarmed by the 
global euphoria of Marxism-Leninism, far beyond anti colonialism and anti-
imperialism. For Andargachew Tiruneh, this generation of intellectuals matched 
with the era of intellectual political activism, polarized by interpretational 
divergences among the various groups. According to Tesfaye Riste5, the advent 
of Derg broke the generation far apart where one picked arms for the elimination 
of the other. The generation made one of the worst historical blunders, Tesfaye 
writes, when some section of the revolutionary intellectual came into the embrace 
of the ignorant and militant Derg. Babile Tola marked this concurrence as the 
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beginning of the slaughter against the generation from several directions.  
 
The third generation of scholars took shape in the previous three decades under 
the Marxist regime of Derg and after Derg, under EPRDF. This intellectual 
generation appeared with the tide of foreign ideologies receding faster and a new 
world order beginning to surface itself.6 As the survivor generation of the 
sweeping Derg’s ‘Red Terror Campaign’, this phase of Ethiopia’s; intellectual 
took several divergent paths. A good number flooded to the West as refugees to 
remain there to date. Most others preferred staying at home but with extremely 
agitated impartiality to whatever political in their private life. Still others made 
their ways to the jungle for staging protracted guerrilla warfare for a better 
political system they imagined.  
 
Presently, with several dynamic variations ignored, the overall intellectual map of 
Ethiopia has apparently assumed the above anatomy.7 The refugee section of 
intellectuals, in general terms, remained the toughest block with its pronounced 
rigidity, polarity and superficiality devoid of either the western liberal tradition or 
the wartime tolerance and common goal coalition of the Adwa battle. The 
contemporary generation of this block now resides at home marked by a similar 
pattern of unidirectional conservatism with those of the refugee block particularly 
on the agenda of peacetime national solidarity and new unity. The revolutionary 
intellectual generation is the third block of this intellectual segment now clustered 
around the existing regime.  
 
It is within this current map and alignments that one has to search for the concept 
of Intellectual Adwa based on the lessons drawn for the Adwa Victory, regardless 
of present political differences. A close examination of literatures from this three 
intellectual segments of Ethiopians reveal that there are three consequent views 
in the interpretation of the ‘Intellectual Adwa’ where the polarized two views in 
their ultimate meanings prove to be ‘anti Adwa’. One can compare these anti 
Adwa views, directly and indirectly stated, with the third one, which bourgeons 
midst them as an independent third path away from both. Let us see them as 
follows: 
 
 4. ‘Adwa as an end’ versus ‘Anti Adwa’ in self-definition             
 
Paulos uses the concept in his bitter criticism of the present generation of 
Ethiopian intellectuals for lacking the spirit, wisdom and courage of the Adwa 
patriots in the fight against the TPLF-EPRDF-led regime. Paulos appeared to 
have been wondering how Ethiopians have opted for on-looker, if not supporter 
positions, while the TPLF-led regime dismantled every thing that we inherited 
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from the victory of Adwa. Paulos mentions the existing ethno-linguistic federalism 
as the reversal of the historical unity, for example, the Amhara-Oromo Synthesis. 
As evidence, Paulos writes, old Tigrians used to call the Amharas as half-Oromo, 
in recognition of this unity.     
 
On the pole within the same conservative alignment, Mesfin Woldemariam8 came 
up with a thesis in 1990 that there was no an ethno-cultural community called 
‘Amhara’.  For Mesfin, who held this belief to date, the word ‘Amhara’ is a geo-
topographic criterion of social identity, which means a mountaineer or highlander. 
By this standard, Oromos in north Shoa, Tigrians and the Agwas are Amharas 
while all the rest are ‘others’. Thus, Amharic speaking Ethiopians in low land 
areas are no longer Amhras because of geographic shift. However, Mesfin    
once said on a public lecture in 1993 that the initial and true problem in Somali 
region was the conflict between Amhara arrogance and governorship and the 
Somali sense of self-confidence.  
 
Does Mesfin mean, by this criterion, highlanders versus Somalis, lowlanders? In 
general, does Mesfin mean that there is a language in Ethiopia without a 
background cultural community and called ‘highlander language?’ Did he realize 
what Tigrians and Shoa Oromos could feel when one told them that they were 
Amahars, and never their respective nations? Was it really this consciousness 
that united Ethiopians as one man at the Battle of Adwa? Mesfin Woldemriam of 
today went far back in hindsight from the writer of Emperor Minilik’s history a 
century before, Afework Gebre Eyesus, on one important point. They share the 
same tone in their anonymity of ‘Amhara identity’ as an ethno-linguistic 
community. However, Afework, at least, recognizes the identities of Tigrians and 
other non-Amahra communities, and he never argues that there was no Amhara 
community, as such.  
 
According to Paulos, Ethiopians stood in unison at Adwa by setting aside their 
internal divisions and conflicts in defense of the motherland. The present regime 
now divided this unity into balkanization on a tabula rasa fashion like what 
colonialists did elsewhere. While our predecessors at Adwa humiliated the 
European colonialist and its racist arrogance of black inferiority solely by use of 
their wisdom, the current regime imported a foreign ideology that is turning 
Ethiopia into shambles. The regime, Paulos continues, cracked down on the 
youth, who stood in opposition to these policies in 2005. These youth 
unfortunately had not support from the generation’s intellectuals. 
 
The fundamental problem with Paulos here is that he remained imprisoned with 
his mental picture of the sociology of Ethiopians at Adwa battle as ‘symmetrically 
homogenous and uniform’. This tempted him to what Marx calls the ‘false 
consciousness’ that the Oromos also share what he thinks about them until the 
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present regime aggravated the difference. In other words, Paolos holds the view 
that the present regime created the ‘Oromo Identity’ as a new project while 
Emperor Minilk erased it altogether. The Adwa Victory in Paulos’s mind is not 
therefore the result of Oromo Coalition with other nations but Oromo’s becoming 
Amharas.              
 
Paulos explicitly saw the issue from his own angle in his wish for seeing not only 
politically but also culturally uniform Ethiopia. On the one hand, he accepts that 
there is a nation different from Amharas called the ‘Oromo’ by his Amhara-Oromo 
Synthesis’ argument.  On the other hand, by his ‘Ethiopians as one man’ 
argument, he tends to say there were no cultural differences between the 
Oromos and the Amharas at the battle of Adwa. This directly contradicts with 
general Almonde’s memoir that Italians fought against Ethiopians, who were of 
differing cultures, languages and war traditions. Oromos fought and died in 
defense of their country but as Oromos, and not as Amharas, which both Paulos 
and Mesfin failed to realize.  
 
For these conservative and amalgamating scholars, Ethiopia is one when every 
one speaks in Amharic. Mesfin bitterly criticizes the recognition of the Amahra 
ethno-linguistic community, therefore, paradigmatically as ‘constructivist’ and 
politically as the ‘great betrayal of history.’ Unfortunately, for Mesfin, his 
constructivist argument for the present generation of Ethiopian intellectuals is by 
itself ‘de-constructivist’, in its denial of other identities on geographic criteria. Still 
Mesfin and Paulos argue against the spirit of Awa in their blind denial of ethno-
linguistic conflicts before and after the victorious battle. For Paoulos, the Oromo-
Amhara Synthesis’ means that the two nations have had no divergent views of 
each other at all while it means for Mesfin that the Oromos were happy about 
their all-historical relations with geographic highlanders--Amharas, whose 
language is borderless and common to all. Another author, Mesfine Araya9, 
argues that if a man asserts his ethnic identity and struggles for it, then, he has 
no a moral right to govern Ethiopia.             
   

The irony is that these authors of ‘Intellectual Adwa’, in differing terms, never 
admit the intellectualism of opposite arguments, on the extreme pole. Asseffa 
Jalata10, for example, argues that the Amhara-Oromo rule of political relations, 
Adwa or another, is what he calls ‘agreed domination’ of the latter by the former 
until the Oromos could change the existing situation. For Assefa, Amhara-Oromo 
Synthesis’ is a smokescreen where all colonialists commonly used in many 
different ways to stamp out history and historical memories. On this score, 
Assefa denounces both Italian colonial adventures in Africa as much as he 
denounces what he calls the Amhara-Tigrian Colonial Coalition in their rules over 
the Oromo people. Asseffa provides the direct negation of MesfIn and Paulos.  
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While Mesfin tends to say we are all Amharas-Highlanders, Assefa says your are 
geographically highlanders, religiously Orthodox Christians, ethnically, Tigrigna-
Amharic speakers, and racially Semite settlers like Sudanese Arabs in the north, 
who colonized Black Africans in the South. Paulos and Mesfin regard Asseffa as 
a parochial, narrow and separatist element in the name of the Oromos without 
the right to speak so, they regard themselves as historically, morally, and 
intellectually legitimate because they stand for unity in the image of Adwa. 
Conversely, Assefa regards the two unitarists as survivors of colonization, 
Amharization and Imperial conquest in the name of Ethiopia.  
 
In connection with the desired unity among Ethiopians on the Adwa model, I read 
on the private press before fifteen years an article written by a senior Ethiopian 
refugee professor in Switzerland, Mamo Muche. Muche appeared to have written 
the article extremely nervously that he suggested for the Tigrai Nation to get the 
permission of other Ethiopians to go alone by renouncing its ‘Ethiopian mask’. 
Muche accused Tigrains of reversing the history of one Ethiopia by the advent of 
TPLF, which came into being in the negation of every excellent past of 
Ethiopians.  
 
 By the same pen, Muche wrote that the people of Gojjam were Jews so that they 
had the right to self-determination. It is wonderful! His contemporary and 
probably an old friend, Mesfin Woldemariam11 here intervened in rejection of 
Muche’s proposal arguing that historic Ethiopia was ‘void’ without Tigray. 
Mesfin’s reply, however, remained to be the usual lip service; by this, he meant 
‘territorial Tigray’ or the ‘museum Tigray’, and not the people as his territorially 
obsessed mind never allowed him to see the human dimension. For Mesfin and, 
to some extent Bahiru, the leftist intellectual generation of post-1960s has 
wrongly redefined the essence of being an Ethiopian by ‘human criteria’ than 
territory.      
 
Does it not seem here that these intellectuals are storeowners and distributors of 
the holy water of Ethiopian-ness? 
 
 

With the same tongue again, before six years, Mesfin12 exposed that from among 
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the three regimes he knew only EPRDF did not invite him to office. For him, this 
was because the ‘revolutionary boys’ at the leadership of EPRDF might not 
understand how much he was an intellectual of immense significance for 
Ethiopia’s healthy politics on the model of Emperor Minilk to the victory of Adwa. 
For me, however, EPRDF’s ignorance of Mesfin perfectly symbolized the era of 
intergenerational transition and the new beginning of redefining the Adwa victory 
from the crown to the grassroots or from the Palace to the ghetto and the grass 
hat in the village.  
 
From these, one could easily see that Adwa Victory for Mesfin and Pauos is an 
end in itself where every one should resort to replicate it; for Assesfa, it was not 
his concern.   
 
5. The Third Path—the Intellectual Adwa 
 
Here, social science methodology intervenes as a must in search of a third view 
and interpretation of ‘Intellectual Adwa’ different from the above two for three 
reasons.  
 
One, theoretically, political historians almost attain large consensus that no state 
in the world could rule ethno-linguistic communities without addressing their 
unavoidable conflicts and contentions through either naked use of force and 
treachery or substantially agreed constitutional mechanism13. While use of force 
generates an Adwa type of response by victims, constitutional order paves the 
path to attain the growth stage of Italian losers, in economic terms, through 
lasting internal peace.   
 
Two, from practical points of view, both views, Mesfin-Paulos verus Assefa 
Jaletta, have never been new discoveries. Regimes of their contemporaries, the 
segregationist five-year Italian Occupation Rule, Haileselasse’s top-down 
Amharization and Derg’s centrifugal cultural unification proved futile in achieving 
their respective and polarized goals. From this, the present generation of 
scholars, there is always an Aristotelian ‘golden mean,’ which innovatively strikes 
a common path for all extremes. This golden mean lifts guns from both extreme 
positions but by never denying the past and the present in order to glorify and 
promote the future in a dream like the mistakes Italians committed at Adwa.      
 
Three, sociologically, any multiethnic societies in any part of the world always 
share a dynamic history of many conflicts and solidarities. Finally, only political 
action erects a predictable design of social organization, which perpetuates 
solidarity at the inhibition of conflicts. Before Adwa, Ethiopia experienced history 
of bloody internal feuds along cultural and religious lines. These conflicts 
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continued after Adwa, too with increased capacities of mutual destruction. Adwa 
Victory changed the conflict situation into a temporary coalition to resolve the 
Italian danger.14 This shows that both conflict and coalition are subject to 
dynamic factors from time to time where eternal peace and solidarity is now the 
demand on agreed formula as a response equally to dynamic factors.    
 
In general, the ‘intellectual Adwa’ roughly agrees with Donald Levin’s ‘spirit of 
Adwa’15. Levin pinpoints that inside out view of Ethiopian situations, prioritizing 
the state and the people, a minimum of common understanding and consensus, 
guarding the past successes of Ethiopia as a starting point to move forward and 
others as essences of the ‘spirit of Adwa’ in the context of today.     
 
Seen against this background, how are intellectuals, outside and inside, of the 
past and present generations care about unity in peacetime based on economic 
advancement? Of course, there are refugee intellectuals working for Ethiopia 
now, no matter who is in power following the model of Basha Awaloom of the 
Adwa victory, as many as those who spend days and weeks at the door steps of 
western Palaces and Offices in demand of financial and economic blockade 
against their own country. These intellectuals are so because they understand 
the Ethiopian people as more helpless than the Adwa fathers to determine their 
own fate. These intellectuals focus on ‘money’ because development needs 
money from all possible sources. How the government spends the money is 
beyond their scope to fall at the hands of the domestic people.  
 
This is headlong contrary to the spirit and example of Adwa. Bahirue Zewude16 
notes so many things about what conflict situation preceded the Battle of Adwa 
and after. He lists two influential Tigrian nobles, Ras Sibhat and Bhatia of 
thousands of armed men behind them, who cancelled their feuds against 
Emperor Minilk and Ras Mengsha, returned from Eritrea and rejoined the 
Ethiopian side. Italians, after their defeat, could never deny that this was a big 
loss not only for the Italian army in action but also for the entire Italian colonial 
policy. As Bariateri disparately commented, Ethiopians shared one heart than 
one face and color where no one could guess and imagine what they were 
thinking and planned what they would do while they were with you.  
 
Ok! Powerful opponents rejoined Emperor Minilk. Did it mean that their conflicts 
ended? What do these scholars say on this? 
 
Many of the domestic counterparts of these refugee scholars openly declare that 
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the western ideology of liberalism is the best path of Ethiopia’s development. 
Merera Gudina17, for example, advances a liberal brand of ‘procedural 
democracy’ as a remedy for Ethiopian problems. Others including Mesfin 
Woldemraiam share the view in total rejection of bottom up participatory 
democracy. Mesfin has always swung from this to the other western ideologies 
years come and years go. While he favors liberalism basically, he proposed, for 
example, consociational democracy in 1993 while he insists on procedural 
democracy since then. Some scholars also travel long distances to participate in 
international research conferences where they speak in direct replica of 
international neo-liberal agents against their country.     
 
For present intellectuals, who have mustered living in openly recognized ethno-
cultural differences, there is always a third path of peace and solidarity. For these 
scholars, growth in a heavily divided world could never achieve by grossly 
repeating the irrelevant experiences of other developed states. Growth, peace 
and the strength to win challenges always spring and come from inside to outflow 
outside.      
 
Here, let us recall Tekletsadick’s notes about the vast differences in self-
definitions between Italians and Ethiopians. The Italian general Bariateri had to 
face nervous and arrogant opinions of his generals, one of whom was a late 
arrival knowing almost nothing about Ethiopians and about the Ethiopian force at 
Adwa. This general snapped Baratieri saying that his commander was a weakling 
who doubted the superior Italian might, zeal and courage against ‘these dirty and 
foodless Abyssinians’. A few minutes before the start of battle of Adwa, Bariateri 
made a short remark in a tone of last confession: our enemy as you are 
observing is poor and foodless but having unbridled valor and unshakable sense 
of justice. Bariateri was sure that the meanings of the battle in the hearts of the 
combatants and their commanders were more important for victory than extrinsic 
criteria—guns and food again. Thus, the battle already ended in his complete 
defeat just before it started, and canons rumbled 
 
 
From all the above dialogues so far, which group of Ethiopian intellectuals is 
closer to the Adwa spirit?  
 
Conclusions  
 
In the present intellectual context, the cause of the Adwa Battle was rooted in our 
poverty. That our fathers defeated Italians showed that we have the mountainous 
potential to do miracles in every thing. The Adwa Battle is never a one-time 
event; it continues to date with a changed form for the same cause—our poverty. 
like what had transpired at Adwa, one is mistaken if one understands the official 
recognition of  our ethno-linguistically different identities as obstacle to forging a 
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common national purpose. While Paulose, Mesfin, Muche, Getachew’s etc, 
version of the intellectual Adwa is always looking into the past and remaining 
there, the version by the present generation of intellectuals is to redefine 
Intellectual Adwa as a ‘living evidence and case study’ that we can move 
Ethiopia’s history forward in the context of the new realities. History for the 
present generation is never a closed gate like the door passage into the Ark of 
the Covenant. It is an open and long tunnel without end. 
 
 
 
 

 


